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For introductory courses in cartography. This comprehensive text blends broad coverage of
basic methods for symbolizing spatial data with an introduction to cutting-edge data
visualization techniques. The authors' balanced presentation clearly contrasts different
approaches for symbolizing spatial data, in addition to individual mapping techniques.
Integrating cutting-edge technology with traditional cartographic principles, this text provides a
framework for effectively visualizing and analyzing geospatial data. It gives students critical
concepts and methods for harnessing the enormous amount of geospatial data that is available
on the Internet and creating maps that can support real-world decision making. The writing
style is straightforward and accessible. Illustrated throughout with highly instructive diagrams
and sample maps, the book includes 58 color plates.
Applied Geography offers an invaluable introduction to useful research in physical,
environmental and human geography and provides a new focus and reference point for
investigating and understanding problem-orientated research. Forty-nine leading experts in the
field introduce and explore research which crosses the traditional boundary between physical
and human geography. A wide range of key issues and contemporary debates are within the
books main sections, which cover: natural and environmental hazards environmental change
and management challenges of the human environment techniques of spatial analysis Applied
geography is the application of geographic knowledge and skills to identify the nature and
causes of social, economic and environmental problems and inform policies which lead to their
resolution.
An Updated Guide to the Visualization of Data for Designers, Users, and Researchers
Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and Applications, Second Edition
provides all the theory, details, and tools necessary to build visualizations and systems
involving the visualization of data. In color throughout, it explains basic terminology and
concepts, algorithmic and software engineering issues, and commonly used techniques and
high-level algorithms. Full source code is provided for completing implementations. New to the
Second Edition New related readings, exercises, and programming projects Better quality
figures and numerous new figures New chapter on techniques for time-oriented data This
popular book continues to explore the fundamental components of the visualization process,
from the data to the human viewer. For developers, the book offers guidance on designing
effective visualizations using methods derived from human perception, graphical design, art,
and usability analysis. For practitioners, it shows how various public and commercial
visualization systems are used to solve specific problems in diverse domains. For researchers,
the text describes emerging technology and hot topics in development at academic and
industrial centers today. Each chapter presents several types of exercises, including review
questions and problems that motivate readers to build on the material covered and design
alternate approaches to solving a problem. In addition, programming projects encourage
readers to perform a range of tasks, from the simple implementation of algorithms to the
extension of algorithms and programming techniques. Web Resource A supplementary
website includes downloadable software tools and example data sets, enabling hands-on
experience with the techniques covered in the text. The site also offers links to useful data
repositories and data file formats, an up-to-date listing of software packages and vendors, and
instructional tools, such as reading lists, lecture slides, and demonstration programs.
Sophisticated interactive maps are increasingly used to explore information - guiding us
through data landscapes to provide information and prompt insight and understanding.
Geovisualization is an emerging domain that draws upon disciplines such as computer
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science, human-computer interaction design, cognitive sciences, graphical statistics, data
visualization, information visualization, geographic information science and cartography to
discuss, develop and evaluate interactive cartography. This review and exploration of the
current and future status of geovisualization has been produced by key researchers and
practitioners from around the world in various cognate fields of study. The thirty-six chapters
present summaries of work undertaken, case studies focused on new methods and their
application, system descriptions, tests of their implementation, plans for collaboration and
reflections on experiences of using and developing geovisualization techniques. In total, over
50 pages of color are provided in the book along with more than 250 color images on an
enclosed CD-ROM.
This revised and updated edition integrates the latest in modern technology with traditional
cartographic principles. While providing a solid conceptual foundation in cartographic
methodology, the text also introduces the very latest advances that have greatly influenced
cartographic techniques. The new edition reflects the increasing importance of cartography as
the basis for further geographical study, the text has been updated throughout and chapters on
the latest developments in cartography have been integrated. There is also a more widespread
emphasis on multimedia and the web.
This comprehensive book bridges the evolution in cartography by presenting both traditional
methods and recently developed cartographic techniques. KEY TOPICS It provides a
compendium of methods for symbolizing and visualizing spatial data, from the traditional
methods that presume a communication model to computer-based techniques that provide a
means of data visualization. For anyone interested in designing maps in the realm of GIS.

Addressed to professional cartographers interested in moving into multimedia mapping,
as well as those already involved in this field who wish to discover the approaches that
other practitioners have already taken, this book/CD package is equally useful for
students and academics in the mapping sciences and related geographic fields wishing
to update their knowledge of cartographic design and production.
The fast exchange of information and knowledge are the essential conditions for
successful and effective research and practical applications in cartography. For
successful research development, it is necessary to follow trends not only in this
domain, but also try to adapt new trends and technologies from other areas. Trends in
cartography are also quite often topics of many conferences which have the main aim
to link research, education and application experts in cartography and GIS&T into one
large platform. Such the right place for exchange and sharing of knowledge and skills
was also the CARTOCON2014 conference, which took place in Olomouc, Czech
Republic, in February 2014 and this book is a compilation of the best and most
interesting contributions. The book content consists of four parts. The first part New
approaches in map and atlas making collects studies about innovative ways in map
production and atlases compilation. Following part of the book Progress in web
cartography brings examples and tools for web map presentation. The third part
Advanced methods in map use includes achievement of eye-tracking research and
users’ issues. The final part Cartography in practice and research is a clear evidence
that cartography and maps played the significant role in many geosciences and in many
branches of the society. Each individual paper is original and has its place in
cartography.
In this book the main trends, concepts and directions in cartography and mapping in
modernism and post-modernism are reviewed. Philosophical and epistemological
issues are analysed in cartography from positivist-empiricist, neo-positivist and postPage 2/10
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structuralist stances. In general, in cartography technological aspects have been
considered as well as theoretical issues. The aim is to highlight the epistemological and
philosophical viewpoint during the development of the discipline. Some main
philosophers who have been influential for contemporary thinking such as Immanuel
Kant, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Karl Popper and Bertrand Russell, are considered. None of
these philosophers wrote about cartography directly (excepting Kant), but their
philosophies are related to cartography and mapping issues. The book also analyses
the concept of paradigm or paradigm shift coined by Thomas Kuhn, who applied it to
the history of science. Different cartographic trends that have arisen since the second
half of the twentieth century are analysed according to this important concept which is
implicit inside the scientific or disciplinary communities. Further, the authors analyse the
position of cartography in the context of the sciences and other disciplines, adopting a
positivistic point of view. Additionally, they review current trends in cartography and
mapping in the context of information and communication technologies in a postmodernistic or post-structuralistic framework. Thus, since the 1980s and 1990s, new
mapping concepts have arisen which challenge the discipline’s traditional map
conceptions.
Presents problems and methodologies related to the syntax, semantics, and
ambiguities of visual languages. Defines and formalizes visual languages for interactive
computing, as well as visual notation interpretation.
This book navigates the numerous American and Canadian cartographic resources
available in print, and online, offering information on how to locate and access the large
variety of resources. Cartographic materials are highlighted and summarized, along
with lists of map libraries and geospatial centers, and related professional associations.
In the five years since the publication of the first edition of Spatial Analysis: Statistics,
Visualization, and Computational Methods, many new developments have taken shape
regarding the implementation of new tools and methods for spatial analysis with R. The
use and growth of artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning algorithms
with a spatial perspective, and the interdisciplinary use of spatial analysis are all
covered in this second edition along with traditional statistical methods and algorithms
to provide a concept-based problem-solving learning approach to mastering practical
spatial analysis. Spatial Analysis with R: Statistics, Visualization, and Computational
Methods, Second Edition provides a balance between concepts and practicums of
spatial statistics with a comprehensive coverage of the most important approaches to
understand spatial data, analyze spatial relationships and patterns, and predict spatial
processes. New in the Second Edition: Includes new practical exercises and workedout examples using R Presents a wide range of hands-on spatial analysis worktables
and lab exercises All chapters are revised and include new illustrations of different
concepts using data from environmental and social sciences Expanded material on
spatiotemporal methods, visual analytics methods, data science, and computational
methods Explains big data, data management, and data mining This second edition of
an established textbook, with new datasets, insights, excellent illustrations, and
numerous examples with R, is perfect for senior undergraduate and first-year graduate
students in geography and the geosciences.
This book constitutes the second volume documenting the results achieved within a
priority program on spatial cognition by the German Science Foundation (DFG).The 28
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revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and reflect the increased
interdisciplinary cooperation in the area. The book is divided into sections on maps and
diagrams, motion and spatial reference, spatial relations and spatial inference,
navigation in real and virtual spaces, and spatial memory.

Make maps and other cartographic materials more easily accessible and usable!
Maps and Related Cartographic Materials: Cataloging, Classification, and
Bibliographic Control is a format-focused reference manual for catalogers that
should occupy a prominent place on your reference shelf. Outside of standard
cartographic cataloging tools, the bibliographic treatment of all forms of
cartographic materials has never been compiled into one useful source. This
book separately examines the treatment of all major cartographic format types
and outlines the way each should be cataloged. With Maps and Related
Cartographic Materials: Cataloging, Classification, and Bibliographic Control, you
will learn to catalog the major formats of cartographic materials, including: sheet
maps early and contemporary atlases remote-sensed images such as aerial
photographs and satellite images globes geologic sections digital material items
on CD-ROM Although it is primarily aimed at the beginning “maps cataloger,”
Maps and Related Cartographic Materials: Cataloging, Classification, and
Bibliographic Control will also be very helpful to the experienced cataloger who
has not yet attempted to catalog, say, maps on CD-ROM. In each chapter, the
experience and expertise of an established map cataloger or map librarian is the
main source of information, giving you practical and up-to-date advice.
This book gathers the latest developments in modern cartography, ranging from
the innovative approaches being pursued at national mapping agencies and
topographic mapping, to new trends in the fields of Atlas Cartography,
Cartographic Modelling, Multimedia Cartography, Historical Cartography and
Cartographic Education. Europe can look back on a long and outstanding history
in the field of Cartography and Geoinformation Science. Its rich and leading role
in the domain of cartography is proven by contributions from various countries
and with a diverse range of backgrounds.
Elements of Spatial Data Quality outlines the need and suggests potential
categories for the content of a comprehensive statement of data quality that must
be imbedded in the metadata that accompanies the transfer of a digital spatial
data file or is available in a separate metadata catalog. Members of the
International Cartographic Association's Commission on Spatial Data Quality
have identified seven elements of data quality: positional accuracy, attribute
accuracy, completeness, logical consistency, lineage, semantic accuracy and
temporal information. In the book the authors describe: components of each data
quality element, possible metrics that can be used to measure the quality of each
criteria, possible testing and rating schemes, and how these parameters might
differ from a producer or user point of view. Finally no volume of this nature
would be complete without a chapter devoted to necessary future research in this
subject area. The chapter points out areas in need of further investigation and
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speculates about the use and transfer of digital spatial data in tomorrow's
electronic world and at developments in presenting specified data quality
information in a visualization. This book will be of interest to all of those
individuals involved in geographical information systems and spatial data
handling.
“Thematic Cartography for the Society” is prepared on the basis of the best 30
papers presented at the 5th International Conference on Cartography and GIS
held in Albena, Bulgaria in 2014. The aim of the conference is to register new
knowledge and shape experiences about the latest achievements in cartography
and GIS worldwide. At the same time, the focus is on the important European
region - the Balkan Peninsula. The following topics are covered: User-friendly
Internet and Web Cartography; User-oriented Map Design and Production;
Context-oriented Cartographic Visualization; Map Interfaces for Volunteered
Geographic Information; Sensing Technologies and their Integration with Maps;
Cartography in Education. Focus on user-oriented cartographic approaches.
This book focuses on a range of geospatial applications for environmental health
research, including environmental justice issues, environmental health
disparities, air and water contamination, and infectious diseases. Environmental
health research is at an exciting point in its use of geotechnologies, and many
researchers are working on innovative approaches. This book is a timely
scholarly contribution in updating the key concepts and applications of using GIS
and other geospatial methods for environmental health research. Each chapter
contains original research which utilizes a geotechnical tool (Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), remote sensing, GPS, etc.) to address an
environmental health problem. The book is divided into three sections organized
around the following themes: issues in GIS and environmental health research;
using GIS to assess environmental health impacts; and geospatial methods for
environmental health. Representing diverse case studies and geospatial
methods, the book is likely to be of interest to researchers, practitioners and
students across the geographic and environmental health sciences. The authors
are leading researchers and practitioners in the field of GIS and environmental
health.
Cartography has been extensively rewritten to incorporate an international focus.
The text is designed to assist with the visualisation of spatial data, essential for
analytical and communication purposes.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International
Workshop on Databases in Networked Information Systems, DNIS 2003, held in
Aizu, Japan in September 2003. The 11 revised full papers presented together
with 9 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected for presentation. The
papers are organized in topical sections on Web intelligence, information
interchange and management systems, information interchange among cyber
communities, knowledge annotation and visualization.
Since the first symposium in 1984 the International Symposia on Spatial Data
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Handling (SDH) has become a major resource for recent advances in GIS
research. The International Symposium on Spatial Data Handling is regarded as
a premier international research forum for GIS. All papers are fully reviewed by
an international program committee composed of experts in the field.
Visualization in Modern Cartography explores links between the centuries-old
discipline of cartography and today's revolutionary developments in scientific
visualization. The book has three main goals: (1) to pass on design and
symbolization expertise to the scientific visualization community - information that
comes from centuries of pre-computer visualization by cartographers, and their
more recent experiences with computerizing the discipline; (2) to help
cartographers cope with the dramatic shift from print cartography to a dynamic
virtual cartography for which their role is changing from that of map designer to
one of spatial information display (and/or interface) designer; (3) to illustrate the
expanded role for cartography in geographic, environmental, planning, and earth
science applications that comes with the development of interactive geographic
visualization tools. To achieve these goals, the book is divided into three parts.
The first sets the historical, cognitive, and technological context for
geographic/cartographic visualization tool development. The second covers key
technological, symbolization, and user interface issues. The third provides a
detailed look at selected prototype geographic/cartographic visualization tools
and their applications.
This Fourth Edition of Cartography: Visualization of Geospatial Data serves as an
excellent introduction to general cartographic principles. It is an examination of
the best ways to optimize the visualization and use of spatiotemporal data. Fully
revised, it incorporates all the changes and new developments in the world of
maps, such as OpenStreetMap and GPS (Global Positioning System) based
crowdsourcing, and the use of new web mapping technology and adds new case
studies and examples. Now printed in colour throughout, this edition provides
students with the knowledge and skills needed to read and understand maps and
mapping changes and offers professional cartographers an updated reference
with the latest developments in cartography. Written by the leading scholars in
cartography, this work is a comprehensive resource, perfect for senior
undergraduate and graduate students taking courses in GIS (geographic
information system) and cartography. New in This Edition: Provides an excellent
introduction to general cartographic visualization principles through full-colour
figures and images Addresses significant changes in data sources, technologies
and methodologies, including the movement towards more open data sources
and systems for mapping Includes new case studies and new examples for
illustrating current trends in mapping Provides a societal and institutional
framework in which future mapmakers are likely to operate, based on UN global
development sustainability goals
This edited volume gathers the proceedings of the Symposium GIS Ostrava
2016, the Rise of Big Spatial Data, held at the Technical University of Ostrava,
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Czech Republic, March 16–18, 2016. Combining theoretical papers and
applications by authors from around the globe, it summarises the latest research
findings in the area of big spatial data and key problems related to its utilisation.
Welcome to dawn of the big data era: though it’s in sight, it isn’t quite here yet.
Big spatial data is characterised by three main features: volume beyond the limit
of usual geo-processing, velocity higher than that available using conventional
processes, and variety, combining more diverse geodata sources than usual. The
popular term denotes a situation in which one or more of these key properties
reaches a point at which traditional methods for geodata collection, storage,
processing, control, analysis, modelling, validation and visualisation fail to
provide effective solutions. >Entering the era of big spatial data calls for finding
solutions that address all “small data” issues that soon create “big data”
troubles. Resilience for big spatial data means solving the heterogeneity of
spatial data sources (in topics, purpose, completeness, guarantee, licensing,
coverage etc.), large volumes (from gigabytes to terabytes and more), undue
complexity of geo-applications and systems (i.e. combination of standalone
applications with web services, mobile platforms and sensor networks), neglected
automation of geodata preparation (i.e. harmonisation, fusion), insufficient control
of geodata collection and distribution processes (i.e. scarcity and poor quality of
metadata and metadata systems), limited analytical tool capacity (i.e. domination
of traditional causal-driven analysis), low visual system performance, inefficient
knowledge-discovery techniques (for transformation of vast amounts of
information into tiny and essential outputs) and much more. These trends are
accelerating as sensors become more ubiquitous around the world.
The book serves as a collection of multi-disciplinary contributions related to
Geographic Hypermedia and highlights the technological aspects of GIS.
Specifically, it focuses on its database and database management system. The
methodologies for modeling and handling geographic data are described. It
presents the novel models, methods and tools applied in Spatial Decision
Support paradigm.
WINNER OF THE CANTEMIR PRIZE 2012 awarded by the Berendel Foundation
The Map Reader brings together, for the first time, classic and hard-to-find
articles on mapping. This book provides a wide-ranging and coherent edited
compendium of key scholarly writing about the changing nature of cartography
over the last half century. The editorial selection of fifty-four theoretical and
thought provoking texts demonstrates how cartography works as a powerful
representational form and explores how different mapping practices have been
conceptualised in particular scholarly contexts. Themes covered include
paradigms, politics, people, aesthetics and technology. Original interpretative
essays set the literature into intellectual context within these themes. Excerpts
are drawn from leading scholars and researchers in a range of cognate fields
including: Cartography, Geography, Anthropology, Architecture, Engineering,
Computer Science and Graphic Design. The Map Reader provides a new unique
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single source reference to the essential literature in the cartographic field: more
than fifty specially edited excerpts from key, classic articles and monographs
critical introductions by experienced experts in the field focused coverage of key
mapping practices, techniques and ideas a valuable resource suited to a broad
spectrum of researchers and students working in cartography and GIScience,
geography, the social sciences, media studies, and visual arts full page colour
illustrations of significant maps as provocative visual ‘think-pieces’ fully indexed,
clearly structured and accessible ways into a fast changing field of cartographic
research
Data Mining and Data Visualization focuses on dealing with large-scale data, a
field commonly referred to as data mining. The book is divided into three
sections. The first deals with an introduction to statistical aspects of data mining
and machine learning and includes applications to text analysis, computer
intrusion detection, and hiding of information in digital files. The second section
focuses on a variety of statistical methodologies that have proven to be effective
in data mining applications. These include clustering, classification, multivariate
density estimation, tree-based methods, pattern recognition, outlier detection,
genetic algorithms, and dimensionality reduction. The third section focuses on
data visualization and covers issues of visualization of high-dimensional data,
novel graphical techniques with a focus on human factors, interactive graphics,
and data visualization using virtual reality. This book represents a thorough cross
section of internationally renowned thinkers who are inventing methods for
dealing with a new data paradigm. Distinguished contributors who are
international experts in aspects of data mining Includes data mining approaches
to non-numerical data mining including text data, Internet traffic data, and
geographic data Highly topical discussions reflecting current thinking on
contemporary technical issues, e.g. streaming data Discusses taxonomy of
dataset sizes, computational complexity, and scalability usually ignored in most
discussions Thorough discussion of data visualization issues blending statistical,
human factors, and computational insights
This text illustrates the range of environmental geoscience mapping presently carried
out around the world. Specialists in several countries have contributed a number of
subdisciplinary and thematic topics including volcanic hazards, landslides, dolines,
tsunamis, radon potential, medical geology, rainfall erosion, engineering geology,
borehole stratigraphy, lake sediment geochemistry, aggregate resources and remote
sensing. The collection, analysis and interpretation of data by geologists, geographers
and engineers typically involves the presentation of information in map form, which can
range from black/white to colour, 2-D to 3-D and paper copy to digital format
illustrations. This volume reaffirms the global need for mapping geoscientific data.
This comprehensive book bridges the evolution in cartography by presenting both
traditional methods and recently developed computer-based cartographic techniques.
Covers a range of mapping methods, including traditional univariate mapping methods;
recently developed approaches for visualizing spatial data; and bivariate and
multivariate mapping techniques. The book also emphasizes computer-based
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symbolization reflecting the shift toward technology. This discussion covers hardware
considerations in map production, the use of digital methods for interpolating between
point locations on isarithmic maps, how digital methods of GIS and remote sensing
assist in creating dot and dasymetric maps, and tools programmers can use to develop
their own software. It also presents the relationship between statistical and graphical
methods. Finally, the book provides sources to help readers locate the software
mentioned throughout the book. An essential resource for any professional who would
benefit from methods of presenting data visually, rather than numerically.
This book provides a cross-section of cutting-edge research areas being pursued by
researchers in spatial data handling and geographic information science (GIS). It
presents selected papers on the advancement of spatial data handling and GIS in
digital cartography, geospatial data integration, geospatial database and data
infrastructures, geospatial data modeling, GIS for sustainable development, the
interoperability of heterogeneous spatial data systems, location-based services, spatial
knowledge discovery and data mining, spatial decision support systems, spatial data
structures and algorithms, spatial statistics, spatial data quality and uncertainty, the
visualization of spatial data, and web and wireless applications in GIS.
This comprehensive volume blends broad coverage of basic methods for symbolizing
spatial data with an introduction to cutting-edge data visualization techniques. KEY
TOPICS: Offers clear descriptions of various aspects of effective, efficient map design,
with an emphasis on the practical application of design theories and appropriate use of
map elements. Clearly contrasts different approaches for symbolizing spatial data, in
addition to individual mapping techniques. This edition includes updated material on the
history of thematic cartography, maps and society, scale and generalization, and
cartograms and flow mapping. For those interested in learning more about cartography.
The book deals with the integration of temporal information in Geographic Information
Systems. The main purpose of an historical or time-integrative GIS is to reproduce
spatio- temporal processes or sequents of events in the real world in the form of a
model. The model thus making them accessible for spatial query, analysis and
visualization. This volume reflects both theoretical thoughts on the interrelations of
space and time, as well as practical examples taken from various fields of application
(e.g. business data warehousing, demographics, history and spatial analysis).
Originally published in Dutch, this successful introduction to cartography has been
extensively revised and rewritten and now incorporates a truly international focus. It
provides an up-to-date overview of cartography, particularly to those aspects that are
relevant in a GIS context.
This book provides an introduction to HCI and usability aspects ofGeographical
Information Systems and Science. Its aim is tointroduce the principles of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI); todiscuss the special usability aspects of GIS which
designers anddevelopers need to take into account when developing such systems;and
to offer a set of tried and tested frameworks, matrices andtechniques that can be used
within GIS projects. Geographical Information Systems and other applications
ofcomputerised mapping have gained popularity in recent years. Today,computerbased maps are common on the World Wide Web, mobilephones, satellite navigation
systems and in various desktopcomputing packages. The more sophisticated packages
that allow themanipulation and analysis of geographical information are used inlocation
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decisions of new businesses, for public service deliveryfor planning decisions by local
and central government. Many moreapplications exist and some estimate the number
of people acrossthe world that are using GIS in their daily work at severalmillions.
However, many applications of GIS are hard to learn andto master. This is
understandable, as until quite recently, themain focus of software vendors in the area of
GIS was on thedelivery of basic functionality and development of methods topresent
and manipulate geographical information using the availablecomputing resources. As a
result, little attention was paid tousability aspects of GIS. This is evident in many public
andprivate systems where the terminology, conceptual design andstructure are all
centred around the engineering of GIS and not onthe needs and concepts that are
familiar to the user. This book covers a range of topics from the cognitive models
ofgeographical representation, to interface design. It will providethe reader with
frameworks and techniques that can be used anddescription of case studies in which
these techniques have beenused for computer mapping application.
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